### FINE ARTS

- SART1311 MAKING: PAINTING
- SART1313 MAKING: PRINTMAKING
- SART1314 MAKING: SCULPTURE PERFORMANCE & INSTALLATION
- SART1502 DRAWING
- SART2400 PAINTING & MATERIALITY
- SART2401 PAINTING & TECHNOLOGY
- SART2404 PRINTMAKING: INTAGLIO M & M
- SART2408 PRINTMAKING: PLANOGRAPHIC S & S
- SART2406 SPI: EXPERIMENTAL FIELDWORK
- SART2410 SPI: MIXED METHODS
- SART2412 DRAWING: MATERIALS & CONSTRUCTION
- SART2818 CUSTOM PRINTING
- SART2832 LIFE DRAWING
- SART2836 COLOUR

### MEDIA ARTS

- SOMA1312 MAKING: PHOTOGRAPHY
- SOMA1605 LIGHTING
- SOMA2203 MEDIA ART IN THE 21ST CENTURY
- SOMA2404 DIGITAL FINE ART PHOTOGRAPHY
- SOMA2406 PHOTOGRAM TO INSTAGRAM
- SOMA2408 ANIMATION FUNDAMENTALS
- SOMA2410 3D ANIMATED BODY
- SOMA2412 VIDEO DOCUMENT
- SOMA2413 SOUND FOUNDATIONS
- SOMA2416 PROJECTION MAPPING
- SOMA2816 INTRO TO MOTION CAPTURE
- SOMA2862 ECOMEDIA ART PRACTICES
- ADAD2400 INTERACTIVE TACTICAL SYSTEMS
- CODE3131 ARS ELECTRONICA: FUTURELAB ACADEMY

### DESIGN

- SDES1111 INTEGRATED DESIGN COMPUTING 1
- SDES167 TEXTILES FOR FASHION
- SDES2167 RENDERING & ILLUSTRATION
- SDES2188 CERAMICS: WHEEL THROWING
- SDES2400 TEXTILES, DESIGN NARRATIVES
- SDES2402 TEXTILES, ART & THE EVERYDAY
- SDES2404 CERAMICS: METHODS & MEANING
- SDES2406 GRAPHICS: VISUAL COMMUNICATION
- SDES2408 JEWELLERY: CONCEPTS & MATERIALS
- SDES2410 OBJECT DESIGN DIALOGUES
- SDES2412 EXPERIMENTAL DOMESTIC SPACES
- SDES2414 SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
- SDES2416 AUSTRALIAN DOMESTIC DESIGN
- SDES2463 TYPOGRAPHY & PUBLICATION DESIGN
- SDES3166 JEWELLERY DESIGN FOR FASHION
- SDES3174 DIGITAL DESIGN: INTRO TO WEB DESIGN

### ART HISTORY

- SAHT2001 WRITING AS PRACTICE
- SAHT2214 APPROACHES TO AUSTRALIAN ART
- SAHT2406 AUSTRALIAN DESIGN HISTORY
- SAHT2407 RENDERING DATA: VISUALISING
- SAHT2601 CULTURES OF ANCIENT ART
- SAHT2612 DISCIPLINE CROSSOVERS IN MODERN ART
- SAHT2626 ABORIGINAL ART SINCE 1984
- SAHT2642 ART, GENDER, SEXUALITY & BODY
- SAHT2680 ABSTRACTION
- SAHT3211 ART IN THE 21st CENTURY
- ADAD1100 COMMUNICATION IN ART, DESIGN & MEDIA

### ART EDUCATION

- SAED2479 DIALOGUES & COMMUNITIES
- SAED2480 THE ART MUSEUM & ART EDUCATION

### ART & DESIGN ONLINE

- ADAD0201 GRAPHICS & CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
- ADAD0207 TEXTILES: TRADITION & TECHNOLOGY
- ADAD209 CROSS-CULTURAL SCULPTURE
- ADAD211 PRINT ADVERTISING
- ADAD0214 CREATIVE THINKING PROCESSES
- ADAD218 EXPERIENCING & UNDERSTANDING ART

---

Course descriptions are available on the UNSW Online HANDBOOK: [www.handbook.unsw.edu.au](http://www.handbook.unsw.edu.au)

Timetable information is available on the UNSW Class TIMETABLE: [www.timetable.unsw.edu.au](http://www.timetable.unsw.edu.au)

Some courses must be taken in sequential order unless the student has been given advanced standing.